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Today

• #open-gov feedback launch
• #infra
• Discussion of credit system
• Prepping for our new arrivals
Governance

Getting feedback on concrete ideas
Bringing survey research into the digital age.

Mix core ideas from survey research with new insights from crowdsourcing. Add a heavy dose of statistics. Stir in a bit of fresh thinking. Enjoy.

Try a Wiki Survey  Create a Wiki Survey

HOW A WIKI SURVEY WORKS

Survey  Participation  Diversity
Voting plan…

- We edit and clarify the ideas: today and tomorrow
- Requesters: launches Monday
- Workers: launches Monday
- Researchers: launches Monday
Infrastructure

advance team

Discussion on the Hangout…
Third-party reputation

Discussion on the Hangout...
New incoming class of participants

Will start mid-to-late May!
Where should we be by then?

- Infra?
- Open gov?
- Credit and reputation?
- I suggest we focus on these two foundations for now, then open up the other two with the new set of participants
Milestone 11
Researchathon

• The #opengov brainstorm worked pretty well this week, I thought
• So, Milestone 11 will be a collaborative milestone, a set of 140-character ideas just like we’ve done with #opengov
Researchathon

• We’ll post a GDoc in the Slack channel where you can contribute.
• Let’s do open conversation Google Hangouts and Slackathons on Monday and Wednesday 7:30pm PDT.
• Goal: launch another allourideas next weekend.